Plan of Wellhead Compound No.1
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Internal arrangements within the compound are indicative.
Plan of Wellhead Compound No.4

Area within perimeter fence 3778 sq m

Section on Line AA
Plan of Wellhead Compound No.6

Area within perimeter fence 2853 sq m

Section on Line AA

- Twin Vertical Wells to Cavern 11
- Manifold Valve Box covered by removable concrete slabs
- Grased earth mound surrounding compound to reduce the visual impact of wellheads
- Gated Entrance to Compound
- Access track to Wellhead Compound No.7
- Compound surface compacted hardcore & sealed with fines
- Instrument Enclosure
- Vertical Wall
- Wellhead & Valve Box covered by removable concrete slabs
- Grased earth mound surrounding compound to reduce the visual impact of wellheads
- Gas Pipeline to Manifolds 1.2m min. cover
- Existing Track widened to 4m Width
- Twin Vertical Wells to Cavern 11
- Manifold Valve Box covered by removable concrete slabs
- Grased earth mound surrounding compound to reduce the visual impact of wellheads
- Gated Entrance to Compound
- Access track to Wellhead Compound No.7
- Compound surface compacted hardcore & sealed with fines
- Instrument Enclosure
- Vertical Wall
- Wellhead & Valve Box covered by removable concrete slabs
- Grased earth mound surrounding compound to reduce the visual impact of wellheads
- Gated Entrance
- 2.4m High Security Fence
- 1m High Animal Fence

Internal arrangements within the compound are indicative
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